
Short-range pitfalls of obamorama! 
 

Reviewing the address of Rock Obama to the joint-session of US Congress last night 
(February 24, 2009), plus the various media teams and other forums commenting on the 
speech, including such networks as CNN, BBC, SKY, Ostankino – 1 (Moscow) and media 

commentary on the in the press on the Web this morning such as Washington Post, Harold Tribune 
(Paris), the Independent (London) et al; weary-eyed, since for us on the continent it was already 
past 6 AM this morning, my off-the cuff brief commentary is as follows: 

 

>>>>>>I had just commented the day before on our Tinsel Town the OSCAR Academy Awards, the 
once robust "Rambo Town USA", lost its lust in form & content of the American pop culture; the 
event was pedestrian and banal and pointless… The No. 1 "voice of America" (Hollywood) to the 
world at large, which we still insist in "leading" the world (and God only knows why, except for 
self-assumed, self-appointed, and brutally enforced leadership, short of capitulation bombed into 
compliance by the USAF/RAF) fell flat on its 'barbarain' and culturally horizontal face in just one-
year's time over the 2008 Oscar Academy Awards ceremony… But for the American Shah Penn, 
it was a Minorities-Panorama show, disclosing to the world at large how quickly 2008, the 
predicted year of the American financial fall and decline from posturing grace had arrived and 
passed its judgment on the Prairie nation-state still in diapers vis a vis such an ancient nation-
state undergoing American conquest – Babylonia, the 5000-year old nation state! 
 
            OBAMA's pronouncements last night were all long-range, not a single short-range solution in how  
to reverse the moribund course of domestic much less international economics caused by our American 
commercial, financial, and empire-building glut, indeed, plans of mice & men as the prolific writer John 
Steinbeck once wrote about his weak and meek heroes in the West. 
 

           Let's remind ourselves: in just 35 days of Oval Office tenure Obama has committed $3,5 
trillion dollars of funds which the American Treasury has not, hence it all has to be borrowed or 
falsely printed, only to usher in, really, the irreversible inflation… Moreover, not a single visible 
and verifiable plan laid out in how to bankroll and place under control the banking industry, while 
firing the imagination of the military-industrial complex and its military establishment, how they 
would still be in charge by making war around the adversely affected planetary meridians by 
American foreign policy and manipulation, use and abuse of financial markets every since 1947, 
when empire-building was launched in earnest over the Cold War gaming prospects? 
 

          I'm telling 'ya folks Obama is a bummer, without class, proper upbringing, notational roots 
and crucially no professional team to back him up; the Obama Cabinet is a sham, “more of the 
same” and nothing of the new CHANGE… Where are all those men and women of wisdom and 
knowledge and vitality, plus a Council of Elders to temper not to tamper with the Philosopher-
King of Plato's conceptual origin that such dire times require--men of wisdom to oversee the 
development of a newer international world order? Nowhere in sight: America is a pop culture, 
and a racial melting pot of hodge-podge origins, divergent mentalities and often uncom-promising 
mindsets, ruled over by an iron fist of the Oriental Goth, for the American ruling estab-lishment is 
strictly Germanic in origin populating the northwestern crescent or Europe, arriving on the 
continent in AD9; when this barbarian destroyed Rome in 475AD, and took over the leader-ship 
of WesternCiv… That's how We, continentals, now got "more of the same" U.S. legitimized-
illegitimacy among the community of a much older, experienced and literate community of 
nations.  
            Moreover, it's only a matter of time before other nations get up the courage to censure the 
excesses of Pax Americana. No more confidence in the system, wholesale investments, bank 
deposits, and backing of its mindless sanctions imposed against the week and meek nations, and 
military adventures around the world. In fact, what awaits our nation are severe sanctions, war 
reparations and the like for the kind of adventurism Germany was censured in WW-I and WW-II, 
although after the Second World War we launched the Marshall Plan and absolved our brethren 
of any responsibility, for a worldwide conflict which cost the planetary meridians over 50 million 
people... 
            Surely, Arnold Toynbee's 1961 postulate said it all: Of the twenty-two civilizations 
that have appeared in history, nineteen of them collapsed when they reached the moral 
state the United States is in now!  
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